Sida Košutić: the literature of light

Croatian writer Sida Košutić (1902-1965) largely published her works (poetry, novels and short stories) in the period between 1927 and 1942. She found the concept of ‘Catholic literature’ unacceptable, since she recognised it as a source of divisions. She believed that there was no Catholic literature, but only writers who are Catholics.

Her entire opus, in which religious inspiration is strongly recognisable, is focused on the promotion of the truth, beauty and kindness. Nevertheless, suffering is strongly emphasised in her prose on one hand, particularly the suffering of the innocent ones, such as women and children. On the other hand, her prose emphasises frivolity and hypocrisy of those who led themselves be seduced by the blinding force of reputation, power and wealth.

Her sensitive, noble and deeply moving poetry, which is also woven into her prose, testifies about the strength and beauty of human soul that can overcome challenges of life, however not without sacrifice and painful consequences.

It might seem that she is swinging from one extreme to another between her prose and poetry. However, as she personally witnessed incomprehensible pain that affects and destroys innocent persons and makes them invisible, she could not allow that invisibility to cover them. By writing about them she stood up for them, deeply convinced in the power of God’s presence, and in the power of goodness.

In the midst of numerous hardships that befell people she lived with and her personally in the period preceding World War II, during the war and after it, she continued to live calmly and serenely, believing in the light of the truth, beauty and kindness that justifies and renews human life.
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